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IHP Board Chair Named
Board managers were installed at the February 24th board meeting.
Dr. Gregory Breen was appointed as Chairman for 2021.

Hospital Quality & Efficiency Program Results
Results for the HQEP for its final period, June through December 2019, have been received. Results were
delayed due the need to investigate a variance between calculations from the New Jersey Hospital Association and Inspira’s internal cost accounting system. Unfortunately, no savings were achieved at any of
the hospitals for this time period. The program has concluded with receipt of these final results. For the
performance years 2018 and 2019, $236,166 was distributed to Vineland physicians, $26,408 to Elmer
physicians, and $56,309 to Woodbury physicians, for a grand total of $318,883.

Horizon Shared Savings Program Updates
2020 Performance:
I am pleased to announce that IHP has met the “bonus” level of quality performance for 2020, which required 5 of 8 metrics to be met at the 75th percentile and 4 of 8 metrics to be met at the 90th percentile
(percentiles were adjusted for COVID-19). Thank you for your strong performance during an especially
challenging year! If shared savings is achieved, Horizon will add an additional 5% into the physician distribution pool.
Total medical expenditure data for claims incurred and paid from January through November 2020 with
the member spend cap ($200k) and risk adjustment factored into the calculation, IHP is trending favorably
towards savings. Final savings will be based on claims incurred from January through December 2020 and
paid through March 2021. Final results are expected to be received in May 2021.
2020 Physician Distribution Formula

The Board has approved the distribution formula for performance year 2021 as follows:
• Eligible funds will be prorated to primary care practices based on attributed lives
• Measure performance will condition payment to practices as follows, with any dollars not earned redistributed to practices who achieved a 100% score within the quality/citizenship/utilization categories
using a proration based on attributed lives :
• Quality measures condition 50% of the payment
• Citizenship measures condition 25% of the payment
• Utilization measures condition 25% of the payment
Details around measures in each category can be found on the website (http://inspirahealthpartners.com/
horizon-alliance-program/ under 2021 Program, Physician Distribution Formula).
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